PRESS RELEASE

ProfitKey Announces New Release of its ERP Solution
Salem, NH, October 30, 2020 – ProfitKey, a leading provider of ERP solutions and services for

small and medium-size custom manufacturers and job shops, today announced the new release of its
PK 8 ERP Solution. Release 8.1.5 will be available on Monday November 2, 2020 via download from
the ProfitKey website.
PK 8.1.5 has more than 40 new enhancements in this release including…
Multi-Level Shop Orders and Split Lot for Shop Orders
• Shop Orders with bill of material items classified as an ASM type, will now be able release
multi-level Shop Orders for each ASM item. Additionally, Shop Orders can now be split
during the manufacturing process.
Return to Vendor Pack List
• A Packing List can now be generated during the vendor return process.
Link Purchase Orders to Multiple Orders
• When manually adding a link to a Purchase Order, delivery schedule customers will now be
able to select multiple orders to link the delivery scheduled to on the Link Form.
Open Work Orders
• The Open Work Order form lists all open work orders currently on the shop floor, allowing the user
to see what is late and when it is due. Work orders can be sorted by any field on that form - with a
right click a deep dive into the order will show if material is available, where the order is on the floor
and the status. From this form work order data can be viewed, split, and any needed changes
made.

“We are very excited to release PK 8.1.5,” said ProfitKey CEO Kevin O’Keefe. “We focus on listening to
our customers’ needs and translating them into new functionality. PK 8.1.5 is our response to 37
different enhancement requests from our customers, and another 8 enhancements we have added on
our own.” ProfitKey will be hosting webinars for their customers in November where they can learn about the
details of the PK 8.1.5 enhancements and ask our developers questions.
ABOUT PROFITKEY
Founded in 1979, ProfitKey provides integrated ERP/MES solutions and services designed for small
and medium-size manufacturers and job shops operating in make-to-order, make-to-stock, engineer-toorder, and other discrete manufacturing environments. These proven solutions are designed to improve
operational performance, control costs and enhance profitability. For more information visit:
www.profitkey.com. All trademarks and trade names mentioned herein are the properties of their
respective holders and are hereby acknowledged.

